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Summertime
Sustainability
by Michelle Zimny

Trends—they’re never ending and quite

enticing to the average consumer. Social
media platforms like Instagram and
TikTok allow influencers and companies
to help the spread of the latest fads. With
the start of summer right around the
corner and a never ending prediction of
summertime trends, it’s so easy to give in
and put your money into fast fashion.
Fast fashion catches on at an alarming
pace, and is able to produce millions of
units for dirt cheap—perhaps one of the
most notable websites being SHEIN. It’s
important to note that fast fashion
doesn’t just apply to stores that sell shirts
for a few bucks, but instead, this industry
has creeped it’s way into our lives from
every corner. More expensive brands
like Nike, Zara, H&M, adidas, and
countless others rely on child labor, and
they produce goods in a way that is
harmful for the environment. These
brands, including ones for thrifting, were
designed for those who are on a lower
budget to find accessible clothes, but
influencers have redefined the target
audience. Fast fashion is hard to escape,
but fear not, because there are plenty of
affordable alternatives to dress
fashionably and sustainably this
summer. Thrifting is a good way to keep
up with trends while giving old clothes a
new life. Shopping second hand helps
reduce the amount of clothes that end up
in landfills, and allows you to get name
brand clothing for a fraction of the price.
Upcycling old clothes to accommodate

new trends is also another way to dress
up-to-date and sustainably. Keep in mind,
you can also avoid trends all together (if
that’s what you’d prefer to do). Trends are
constantly changing, so it’s important to
shop smart and purchase clothes you
know you will last in the long run.
Consider purchasing neutral colored
clothing that will pair well with a certain
print you like, since prints are always in
style and can be accessorized to your
liking. Shopping small and making your
own clothes is another option for
sustainability. For example, crochet tops,
dresses, and bags are all trending
currently, which gives consumers the
opportunity to purchase yarn and create a
piece from a free online pattern, or use
one from a small business on Etsy.
Sustainability options are endless, and
while it is near impossible to drop all fast
fashion overnight it’s important to
consider our planet and the harmful
combination that fast fashion and trends
create.
Summer sustainability also comes in
the form of body and skincare products.
One small step we could all take towards
sustainability is ditching single use plastic
products and converting to refillable or
package-less products which are cruelty
free. According to a study done by
National Geographic, only around 9% of
plastic we recycle actually gets recycled.
That being said, recycling is not enough to
help the planet, but switching to plasticless products is. Companies like Lush, Bite,
and Native all offer environmentally
friendly products that are never tested on

animals. While the costs of sustainable
products from the brands mentioned
above might be slightly more expensive
than what we’re used to, you’ll find that
the products end up lasting longer and
proving better for your hair, skin, and
overall health. Native deodorant, for
instance, works just as good as any other
brand, and doesn’t contain any of the
aluminum that regular deodorants
contain. Aluminum has been linked to
Alzheimer’s, and while no clear studies
can connect aluminum in deodorant to an
increased risk in Alzheimer's; I’m sure
that plugging your pores with aluminum
for 50+ years will not leave you
unscathed.
Summer sustainability also means
being conscious of the environment
directly around you, meaning the beaches
most of us are bound to visit in these
upcoming months. Certain chemicals in
sunscreen can harm fish and reefs (if
there so happens to be reefs in the area
you are swimming). It is important to look
for ocean-life safe alternatives that
contain mineral ingredients which block
out the harmful UV rays. Be on the
lookout for bad ingredients like
Oxybenzone, and search for safer
ingredients like Zinc.
Overall, by making conscious decisions
like these and opting for long term
purchases, summer sustainability
becomes far less daunting. As the weather
warms up and we get ready to enjoy
summer break, let’s keep our planet in
mind, and work to do away with the idea
that trend following can’t be sustainable.
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Fearless (Taylor’s Version): Swift’s
Strides in Re-Recording
by Alyssia Ouhocine

A t only thirty-one years old, Taylor

Swift is known for her countless awards
and constant reinvention of the music
industry. After making a shift from
country music to pop, her album 1989
sold 1.287 million copies in its first week
of sales. Her exit from the limelight in
2016 followed a massive Twitter feud
with socialite Kim Kardashian and her
former husband, rapper Kanye West.
Her album Reputation (inspired by the
media firestorm that defined her career)
led to the highest-grossing North
American tour in history. Swift’s most
recent release was a re-recording of her
2008 album Fearless, retitled as Fearless
(Taylor’s Version). The re-recording
debuted at number one in the U.S. and
was received by critical acclaim.
Following the release of her 2019
album Lover, Taylor Swift found herself
embroiled in a highly-publicized battle
with music producer Scooter Braun.
After Big Machine Label Group—which
formerly represented Taylor Swift—was
acquired by Braun, Swift called out the
sale in a Tumblr post. Prior to 2018, the

masters to Taylor Swift’s music were
owned by Big Machine Label Group;
following her move to Universal Music
Group’s Republic Record, she demanded
ownership of all future masters. The
acquisition of Big Machine by Braun, who
Swift accused of “incessant, manipulative
bullying,” led to a sale of her masters for
$300 million to a third-party. According
to Swift, she was offered the chance to
repurchase her masters if she signed a
non-disclosure agreement regarding her
statements on her former producer. She
refused such stipulations and was
effectively barred from wrestling her
masters back into her possession. Many
celebrities have expressed both their
support and derision for Taylor Swift,
who has made continual efforts to
demand equality within the music
industry. In one of her decidedly more
impactful strides, Swift released Fearless
(Taylor’s Version).
By re-recording her older records,
Swift is regaining ownership of her music
and the ability to determine how and
when her songs are used. Fearless
(Taylor’s Version) is the first in a series of

re-recordings that will encompass her
albums Taylor Swift, Speak Now, Red,
1989, and Reputation. Swift hinted at rerecordings as early as 2019, but released
the album April 9th, 2021. Fearless
(Taylor’s Version) contains all nineteen
songs on the original platinum edition of
the album, her single “Today Was A
Fairytale,” and six “from the Vault” songs.
Swift’s “Vault” contains unreleased and
previously unrecorded songs from every
album era. With every re-recording, Swift
intends to include unheard-of songs in
addition to the tracks found on the
original albums.
Fans were heavily involved in the rerecording process. Eagle-eyed “Swifties”
scoured the star’s social media for clues
and on April 2nd, fans were invited to
decode the tracklist. In a video posted on
her social media, Swift revealed the
complete list of songs and asked fans to
unscramble the letters. With the success
of Fearless (Taylor’s Version), many are
hopeful that Swift’s next re-recording will
be quick on its heels.

The New CDC Guidelines
by Sara Ferdji

T

he Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) quickly went from
generally unknown to the most
important U.S federal agency during the
pandemic. Throughout the past year, we
all followed the guidelines set by the
CDC. They told us to stay 6 to 8 feet apart

and wear masks, and that's what we did.
With the rise in vaccinations, the CDC
recently released new and improved
guidelines that will slowly bring our lives
back to normal (albeit, a new normal). As
of June 3, 2021, there are 33,113,930
current cases of COVID-19 and 592,232
deaths in the United States.

On May 28, 2021, the CDC released an
updated list of guidelines that chartered
more towards the people who are fully
vaccinated. You are considered fully
vaccinated two weeks after your second
dose in a two-dose series, such as the
Pfizer or Moderna vaccines. Two weeks
after receiving a one-dose vaccine, such
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Masjid Al Aqsa Attack in
Palestine and Nakba 73
by Sania Saeedaslamand Sara Shaalan

A l-Aqsa Mosque, the third holiest site

in Islam, has been a symbolic site for
Palestinians and Muslims around the
world. Qubbat al-Ṣakhrah, or the Dome
of the Rock, is known to be the most
significant symbol of Palestinian
sovereignty. Recently, Al-Aqsa has been
under attack by the Israeli authorities.
During Ramadan, in the last ten holy
nights, the Israeli police attacked mosque
sites, causing chaos for days, and the
matters were getting worse by the hour.
This Nakba conflict, unfortunately, has
been going on for far more than just
these ten nights. In recent weeks, tension
between Palestine and Israel continues to
expand. One incident, in particular, led to
a significant upsurge involving Israeli
security forces firing rubber-coated
bullets, tear gas, and stun grenades at
worshipers gathered at Al-Aqsa mosque
on May 7th. No matter the place of
worship, these places should be for peace
and respect, not of violence of any sort.
Al-Aqsa has a deep religious significance
for Muslims around the world. But, it is
also important to highlight its
remarkable political relevance for
Palestinians. These two facts make it a
central point for the conflict which lasted
more than half a century.
The Palestinian Catastrophe, or
Nakba, marked the 73rd Anniversary
this year of the destruction of Palestinian
society. Palestine has been under siege
since 1948. May 14th of that year also
marked the beginning of the disaster that
remained in Palestine, affecting its soc-

-iety and people. Palestinian lands were
occupied. Hundreds of thousands of
Palestinians were forced out of their
homes, and thousands were killed in
massacres. Those against this injustice
claim that this is not a form of ethnic
cleansing, but rather that people being
forced out of their homes with nothing
left is simply due to a “state dispute.”
However, currently, the people living in
Sheikh Jarrah (a predominantly
Palestinian neighborhood in East
Jerusalem) are being forced out of their
homes. This is a violation of fellow
Palestinians rights. All Palestine wants is
to be able to live freely. Free of any
occupation at their hands. No country
wants to be controlled by another force.
However, Palestine has been dealing with
this battle for 73 years (which is longer
than other countries’ independence). This
comes to show how serious this issue is.
Photos that have been posted by news
agencies showed flames and smoke rising
from the Gaza skyline amid the flare-up
of the latest violence. Israel said the
strikes were in reprisal to the rockets
fired by the group, Hamas. Hamas had
earlier warned Israel to stop the violence
and attack against Palestinian
worshippers at Al-Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem. At least 21 Palestinians have
been killed in Israeli air raids on the
besieged Gaza Strip, according to the
Palestinian Health Ministry. The Gaza
Health Ministry told the Al Jazeera news
network that 21 people, including
children, had been killed in the attacks,

Johnson & Johnson’s Janssen vaccine,
you are also considered to be fully
vaccinated. Whoever falls into those
groups can now, “Resume activities
without wearing masks or physically
distancing, except where required by
federal, state, local, tribal, or territorial
laws, rules and regulations, including local
business and workplace guidance.” The
CDC also stated that, “You can resume
activities that you did prior to the
pandemic.” In regard to traveling, “If you
travel in the United States, you do not
need to get tested before or after travel or
self-quarantine after travel. You need to
pay close attention to the situation at your
international destination before traveling
outside the United States. You do NOT
need to get tested before leaving the
United States unless your destination
requires it. You still need to show a
negative test result or documentation of
recovery from COVID-19 before boarding
an international flight to the United
States. You should still get tested 3-5 days
after international travel. You do NOT
need to self-quarantine after arriving in
the United States.” Lastly, the CDC stated
that,“If you’ve been around someone who
has COVID-19, you do not need to stay
away from others or get tested unless you
have symptoms." Those who are fully
vaccinated should still get tested if they
are experiencing COVID-19 symptoms.
Although New Jersey recently
dropped the mask mandate, (some)
businesses, public/federal offices, and
educational institutions still require
masks upon entry. They can also deny
service to people who are not wearing a
mask. In Bayonne specifically, there have
been 55,524 vaccines administered, that
equates to over 61% of the adult
population. You can get vaccinated at
Rich Korpi Ice Rink by calling 201-5374818 for an appointment between 9am
and 5pm every day, or you can walk-in
without an appointment from 9am to
3pm. Pfizer will be administered on
Tuesdays and Thursdays for anyone over
the age of 12 (with parental consent).
Moderna will be given on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays for adults over
18.
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and the numbers of people being killed
keep increasing. There have been more
than 300 Palestinians wounded when
Israeli police stormed the mosque. This
was an undesirable action to be taken at
a place of worship. This was not only
heartbreaking towards Muslims in
Palestinian but this was heartbreaking
towards Muslims all around the world.
We cannot forget the 7-year-old girl
under the rubbles, the man who was
waiting to get married to his fiancée after
Eid, but had to mourn her death instead.
We cannot forget about the young boy
who lost his father, and the next day the
boy himself sadly passed away. Or, the
man that lost three out of his four
daughters to this violence. These
innocent people should be able to live
their lives peacefully just like the rest of
the world. They do not deserve this pain
People need to educate themselves on
the Palestinian-Israeli conflic, far beyond
any performative social media trend.
Those outside of this conflict need to
know terms being used regarding the
conflict like Zionism, and Semitism.
Educate yourself on the issue, and make
sure to tell others about what’s going on.
Have conversations about these topics,
and onder on each other’s perspectives
because that is how the change will start.
The importance of communication is key.
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The Harsh Reality of Being an
Immigrant
by Angie Mingo

As Americans, we tend to have a one-

sided view on foreign policy and
(especially undocumented) immigrants.
They often live in fear of being deported
by ICE or being discriminated against for
their ethnicity. What most people fail to
realize is that immigrants are human too,
not any stigma that often refers to them
as rapists, drug dealers, and criminals.
This shouldn’t be something that has to
be said, as it should just be known.
Immigrants have feelings, and their
reasoning for wanting to migrate could be
pure, as every immigrant doesn’t have
malicious intentions towards anyone.
Moreover, they don’t need to express
their reasoning to anyone else. They don’t
owe anyone an explanation—no matter
what!
People believe that immigrants have it
easy, which is a misconception. Most
families are forced to leave their
hometown for multiple reasons (such as
new jobs, education, or medical care).
Many simply have no choice due to the
state of emergency or violence in their
home country. Along their journey to the
U.S., many immigrants get caught, which
forces them to have to keep retrying
whether it be for another couple of
months or even years! Many immigrants
survive on no food or water for days on
end. Many bring a bible with them for the
journey, as faith and hope seems to help
them. The most common reason why
most people (especially children)
immigrate in the first place is to be
reunited with their parents, and more

more specifically, with their mothers.
How is this malicious in any way? And,
these people travelling have to endure
such harsh situations in order to have the
lives we have. Most have a dangerous
journey waiting ahead for them. This
includes freight trains, in which
passengers get directly on top of the
trains as it’s moving. You can just imagine
how dangerous this is, as many
immigrants die from either falling off the
train or being too tired to stay on, so they
simply let go. What surprises people about
migrating is that immigrants risk being
physically and sexually assaulted by gang
members or older people along the way.
Despite this though, there are many
people along the way that help
immigrants by praying for them and
giving them food and water. Immigrants
are usually independent, so any friends
they make along the way, they know are
temporary.
The struggle for immigrants doesn’t
stop at the actual journey. If you’re lucky
and you do make it to the U.S. alive, you
have more issues and conflicts to face.
One of those is language barriers.
Another misconception rooted in
Americans is that you need to be able to
speak English to be permitted to live in
the U.S. This couldn’t be farther from the
truth. Although speaking English would
enable you to communicate in certain
areas of your life, it isn’t a necessity that
you need to live in the U.S. since we don’t
have a national language. Even moreso,
the most commonly spoken languages are
Mandarin, Spanish, and then English.
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Nonetheless, this is the top issue
immigrants face in the U.S. since it will
be harder to apply for jobs or simply buy
food, if necessary. Another issue
immigrants face is housing. This may
seem simple to you, but because
immigrants are moving to a new area,
housing will be hard to find, especially if
you’re
undocumented.
Lack of
bAlyssia
Ouhocine
knowledge about the housing market
would worsen the situation for
immigrants. And, undocumented
immigrants (usually) aren’t able to obtain
Section 8, and most federal benefits. The
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last priority that immigrants would
struggle with is transportation issues. If
you don’t have your driver's license up to
date in your new country, you wouldn’t
be able to drive. Moreover, the language
barrier can once again make it difficult
for you to locate public transit services.
Being an undocumented immigrant in
a new country is no easy task. Immigrants
face a plethora of problems besides the
ones mentioned above. This goes to show
that people do not migrate for the fun of
it, or to “steal” from those born here.
There is always a reason involved. More-

-over, immigrants are subjected to face
discrimination and prejudice on a daily
basis simply for the fact that they aren’t
citizens or because of their beliefs and
culture. So, if there’s anything you should
take away from this article, it’s the fact
that immigrants are people as well, and
most of them are willing to go to the
extreme to save their families. What’s so
wrong with that?

Dismantling Diet Culture
by Angie Mingo

Weight stigma is when someone is

discriminated against or stereotyped
because of their weight. It is something
that commonly happens in today’s
society. It increases body dissatisfaction
and is a leading contributor for eating
disorders. Contrary to what many people
think, weight discrimination is more
common than age or gender
discrimination.
Weight stigma can be seen as a threat
to anyone’s physical health, because of
its risk factor in depression and low selfesteem. Those who experience weightbased stigmatization may engage in
frequent binge or restricted eating and
are likely to have a diagnosis of an eating
disorder. This is due to the stigma that
people place around weight. It is believed
by many that if you’re overweight, you
aren’t healthy, and if you’re
underweight, you aren’t healthy. What
people fail to realize is that we all have
different body shapes and types. Our
physical health has nothing to do with
our appearances, but rather the foods we
choose to consume and how well we take
care of our bodies. Someone who is
overweight or underweight could be that
way simply because of a fast or slow
metabolism. Is it so easily forgotten that
genetics exist, too? Your physical
appearance can be heavily based on your
familial genes.

This ties into diet culture (a set of
seeing as you can be healthy and look
beliefs that values thinness, whiteness,
completely different from another
attractiveness, and shape are above
healthy person. So, let’s dismantle diet
health and well-being), as it is extremely
culture because it promotes body
dangerous and harms people of all sizes.
discrimination. Like all aspects of culture,
This is because it enforces eating
diet culture is something that we adapted
disorders and it makes reaching a full
to as a society. So, we can unlearn it, and
recovery nearly impossible. Diet culture
promote body positivity for all bodies!
is something that we need to speak out
against. In addition to weight stigma, diet
culture also leads people to believe that
your level of health is based on your
physical appearance. It suggests that
your worthiness is based on your body
size, which couldn’t be farther from the
truth. It normalizes negative self-talk,
stereotypes, and labels foods as “good” or
“bad.”
We need to come together as a society
and get rid of diet culture. It envisions a
healthy person as someone who eats
close to nothing, has a slim figure and
toned muscles, and is incessantly
working out. An unhealthy person is
seen as someone who eats burgers or
fries and has large thighs or belly rolls.
Why can’t both ideas represent what the
ideal body image looks like? Why is it
that one is seen as superior to the other?
We tell people that if they lose weight, design by
Destiny M. Walker
they’ll be happier, healthier, and
successful. Instead, why can’t we tell
people that their body is their body?
Cellulite, belly rolls, thick thighs, and
acne is beautiful. There is no ideal body
type that you should be aiming for,
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Ways to Become More Active, for
Any and All Body Types
by Radiyah Ismail

CONTENT WARNING: Mention of
body image

With summer solstice in full effect,

people are more inclined to get active and
enjoy the warm weather. However, some
workouts are more effective based on the
specific body types. There are three main
body types: Endomorph, Mesomorph,
and Ectomorph.
Ectomorphs
Ectomorphs are naturally thin, have
narrow hips and shoulders, low body fat,
and thin arms and legs. They are
described as the “rectangle” body type.
Ectomorphs generally have a hard time
gaining muscle mass or fat because of
their higher metabolism (which is simply
what describes all of the chemical
reactions and changes in your body that
keep you alive and functioning). They
tend to excel in endurance type activities,
like cardio. Exercises that are good for
ectomorphs are squats, bench presses,
shoulder presses, deadlifts, or chin-ups.
Ectomorphs should target certain muscle
groups, and increase weight training
instead of increasing cardio. If you want
to gain weight or muscle mass as an
ectomorph, you should increase your
intake of protein and carbohydrates.
Mesomorphs
And, there is the mesomorph body
type. Mesomorphs tend to fall in between
endomorphs and ectomorphs. The
mesomorph body type tends to develop
muscle mass easily and have more
muscle to fat ratio. They are typically
strong, not overweight but not under-

weight, they are described as the
“triangle” body type. They are more
muscular than wide or narrow chest,
shoulders, arms and legs, their weight is
evenly distributed. Mesomorphs have no
trouble eating; though they may gain or
lose weight easily. Mesomorphs benefit
with an equal amount of weight training
and cardio. Mesomorphs with less body
fat might want to decrease cardio and add
more strength training and vice versa.

metabolism, which can cause your
muscles to continue to burn calories and
use fat for fuel even when resting. So the
bottom line is, limit carbohydrate intake
and increase protein intake.
Overall, the main ways to lose or gain
weight would be the ratio of cardio to
strength training you do—no matter your
body type it’s best to create a workout and
lifestyle that fits you and your needs. This
would depend on the amount of protein to
carbohydrate you consume. Ratio and
Endomorphs
balance are key when it comes to weight
Endomorphs have a higher percentage and muscle mass. Despite whatever body
of body fat and less muscle mass, usually type you are, you should always practice
considered mid to “plus size.” They are
self love, confidence and have healthy
described as the “square” body type.
habits.
Endomorphs have a harder time losing
weight and gain weight easily. They have
soft, or rounder hips, shorter and stockier
build and thicker joints, less clearly
defined muscles and a slower metabolism.
Those with an endomorph body type may
wish to limit or high carbohydrate and
calorie-dense foods. Exercises that are
beneficial to endomorph body types for
weight loss are cardiovascular and high
intensity interval training (HIIT)
exercises. Some of these include running,
brisk walking, jogging, swimming, and
cycling. For muscle, increasing strength
and weight training are vital. Since
endomorphs tend to have less muscle
mass they tend to have more body fat.
This triggers the body to release estrogen,
reducing testosterone levels and
hindering muscle growth. Exercises like
strength and weight training increase
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Easy Ways to Swap Sustainable
Options
by Carrie Castillo Ramos

L ike many things in our everyday life,

long run result in the saving of a couple of along with alleviating climate change.
dollars.
Contrary to popular belief, humans do not
our summer activities can
need to eat animals to live a healthy,
unintentionally harm the environment. REUSABLE WATER BOTTLES:
fulfilling life/diet. The same protein found
However, we have been provided with
Every year, millions of plastic water
in meat can also be found in nuts, seeds,
many ways to try different sustainable
bottles end up in landfills while leaking
beans, and lentils. As it turns out, meat is
choices. The reason to consider a more
many harmful chemicals into our
just the middle-man for our protein
sustainable lifestyle are fairly simple:
environment. Studies have shown that
because animals are fed grass and plantsustainable living prioritizes the use of
we can even consume these chemicals
based protein. Vegetarianism, or even
natural resources instead of harming the and toxins which affect our health.
veganism, helps decrease the demands of
environment. It has been proven that
Reusable water bottles take less oil to
animals being born into the meat
when we switch our everyday activities produce than plastic water bottles; this
industry, where they are found to suffer
and items to more sustainable options we helps reduce plastic and your carbon
for our consumption.
are gradually increasing our health,
footprint. Reusable water bottles also
Sustainable living is extremely easy,
safety, and finances all while
protect marine life and the water. And,
but society makes it seem hard by inciting
simultaneously helping the environment. reusable water bottles keep your water
fear into those who don’t know much
People have usually strayed away from
cold for long periods of time, unlike plastic about it. Sustainability is beneficial in
sustainable choices because they believe water bottles.
every way possible. It benefits us as
that it will be more expensive, but
individuals, and the earth as a whole.
sustainability is beneficial for all, even
MORE MEATLESS DIETS:
Sustainability increases the ability to live
when you’re on a budget.
Vegetarianism helps the environment a healthy life while providing the same
in many ways. It reduces our carbon
benefits for future generations.
SWAPPING PLASTIC RAZORS FOR
footprint and greenhouse gas emissions,
SAFETY RAZORS:
With summertime here, plastic razors
are used more than usual. Disposable
razors are not easily recyclable because
they consist of different materials like
plastic, rubber, and metal blades. Because
these types of razors are not
biodegradable, they fill up landfills with
insane amounts of hazardous waste.
Safety razors are more effective than
disposable razors. Not only are they
better on the skin, but they are also more
economical than disposable razors.
Unlike many disposable razors, safety
razors bring at least 5 refills, which in the
design by
Destiny M. Walker
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A Superman
Reboot with a
Historical Casting

The Red Flags of
Teen Dating
by Syeda Urooj

by Nicholas Maharaj

B

It’s often said that we want to grow up.

We pursue relationships with older
people
even if we aren’t fully sure.
The most common question remains
“Can a 14 year old date a 17 year old?”
asked by said 14 year old as the 17 one
preys upon them.

“So what if it’s a three year gap?
My parents are 8 years apart.”
Yeah. And they were adults when they
consented.
They could sustain themselves when
they consented;
weren’t finishing geometry when they
consented.
They could properly raise a child when
they consented.
“But they won’t do anything to me!”
97 percent of women.
They say ‘Not all men!’ and some girls do
too.
But how do you know which men?
How do you know they aren’t
manipulating you
to get what they want?
“She’s innocent as can be. It’ll be fine.”
Then why are your interests changing?
Good for you for having a self discovery,
but is it really you who you’re
discovering?
Or the person she wants you to be?
You really know what she’s like in only
two months of talking, huh?

Your attitude seems to be changing.
How come you flinch when I try to hug
you?
We used to be so close.
And now you apologize for everything.
Why are you pulling away
after our 6 years of friendship?
Stop sending suggestive things,
whether it be photos, videos, or flat out
messages.
You won’t be able to explain to everyone
why your face is in those pics.
You don’t look me in the eyes anymore.
Are you alright?
I just want to check up on you.
You’ve drifted away from all of us.
At least you have your “life long love”
after 2 months of just talking on
Snapchat.
Where did you go?
You’ve shut us all out.

The new Superman
film will be available
on different
streaming platforms
for you to enjoy at
home, and possibly
in-person

arack Obama once eloquently spoke,
“Contrary to the rumors you have heard, I
was not born in a manger. I was actually
born on Krypton and sent here by my
father, Jor-El, to save the planet Earth.”
This simple and comical joke that was
made during Obama’s 2008 Presidential
Campaign sparked inspiration in Grant
Morrison, who eventually created the
creative comic book character, Calvin
Ellis. Ellis is a version of the famous
Superman, his existence being allowed
because of DC’s multiverse. He lives on
Earth 23 but instead of being another
Clark Kent and Daily Planet Reporter,
Ellis fights crime on Earth but also takes
on the responsibility of being President of
the United States. Like his inspiration
Barack Obama, Calvin Ellis is also the first
Black President and the most popular
Black Superman. Earth 2 is also the home
to another Black Superman, Val Zod.
Despite these characters having
interesting stories and diversity, they are
always outshined by Clark Kent, the more
popular and white version of Superman.
However, these men of steel have the
possibility of becoming more famous,
since a new Superman reboot has been
announced by Warner Brothers; and the
studio has vowed to cast a Black actor for
Superman along with a Black director for
the film.
The DC Extended Universe, or the
DCEU, is not as successful as their popular
rivals, the Marvel Cinematic Universe, or
the MCU. The main reason for this failure
is that the DCEU fails to have continuity
and a consistent storyline, so it would
seem like a very big mistake for Warner
Brothers to reboot the most popular
character of the DCEU, Superman.
Despite DC fans loving Henry Cavill’s
portrayal of the Man of Steel—being the
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perfect” Superman—he was ironically
fired on his 38th birthday, May 5th,
2021. However, Henry Cavill is not
simply being recast, but the entire
Superman story from 2013’s Man of Steel
is being rebooted. Some fans are quite
attached to Henry Cavill’s version and
are asking Warner Brothers to continue
working
with Cavill
while producing a
bAlyssia
Ouhocine
new Superman since the multiverse
allows for multiple of the same character
to co-exist at the same time. There are
also some rumors that the movie will be
completely disconnected from the DCEU
(like the 2019 Joker movie and the
upcoming Batman movie starring Robert
Patterson.
There are still a lot of unanswered
questions about the upcoming Superman
reboot since the movie is still in the early
stages of production. Warner Brothers
are still in the search of a director for the
film but the film production company is
committed to hiring a Black director for
the movie. The script for the movie is
being written by Ta-Nehisi Coates.
Coates has worked on multiple projects
for the superhero genre, having written
multiple comic book runs for Captain
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America and Black Panther. The movie
will also be produced by J.J. Abrams, who
is known for producing some films in the
Star Wars franchise. Additionally, the
film is rumored to take place during the
20th century, possibly during the Civil
Rights Movement, which would eliminate
the possibility of having a Calvin Ellis
Superman, but it highlights the racism
that a Black Superman would face during
the time period. Some DCEU fans argue
they would rather have a Black Superman
that was living as hero without the entire
movie pawning on racial trauma (since
there are too many movies out like that
already). Some rumors have even
declared that Warner Brothers does not
have an interest in making a movie based
on Calvin Ellis or Val-Zod, but rather a
Black version of Clark Kent.
Many fans have already expressed
interest in seeing Michael B. Jordan fill
the famous red boots. The rumor has been
circling the DC fan base since 2019 when
Jordan signed a first-look deal with
Warner Brothers for his production
company, Outlier Society. In the same
year, Jordan was interviewed by Oprah

Winfrey where she asked about the
rumors about him potentially playing the
last son of Krypton. Jordan did not
specifically say that he would be willing to
play a reimagined version of Clark Kent
but he would be willing to play Calvin
Ellis.
While some DC fans are excited to see
a new twist on the famous Superman
story, they aren’t willing to see a new
Superman movie if it means Henry Cavill
is permanently leaving the role of Clark
Kent. However, some fans are very
excited to see more diversity in the DCEU
and are looking forward to seeing the first
live-action Black Superman. Regardless of
their fictional status, superheroes are role
models for a lot of children around the
world. Their courage and confidence
teach children the importance of
selflessness and responsibility. And, this
would serve as another faced inspiration
for Black children, just as the Black
Panther was. It’s important that these
children can imagine themselves as these
superheroes, and diversity is a vital part
of this process.

The Impact of the Haavara Agreement
in Germany, however, many suspected
the possibility of genocide, which led to
he state of Israel has a long, complex
the introduction of the Haavara
history that still gives rise to debate. The
Agreement.
Jewish diaspora began during the reign
The rise of the National Socialist
of the Romans, who began to force Jews
German Workers’ Party (NSDAP), also
from their homeland in 70 AD. That area
known as the Nazi Party, was preceded
is also known to be Palestine, which
by an intense wave of anti-semitism in
“refers to the Land of Israel during the
Germany. The country’s failure during
years of the Jewish exile” (AICE). The
World War I was attributed to the
Jewish diaspora led to a growing number
Jewish people, a right-wing conspiracy
of Jewish people inhabiting Africa, Asia,
theory that Hitler clung to during his rise
and Europe. anti-semitism within Europe
to power. After being appointed
has existed for years prior to the creation
Chancellor of Germany, Hitler and the
of the Nazi party. During the Crusades,
Nazi Party quickly gained political
countless Jewish communities were
control. Hostility towards Jews grew
massacred; thousands of Jews were killed
until they were openly persecuted by the
during the Strasbourg massacre in the
NSDAP; in March 1933, people across the
face of Black Death persecutions. anti-s
world engaged in anti-Nazi boycotts.
anti-semitism with Europe reached its
Both Jewish and non-Jewish people
zenith under the Hitler regime—more
participated—German exports to the
than six million Jews were killed during
the Holocaust. Before the rise of Nazism
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United States were reduced by a quarter
and German pharmaceutical companies
were especially harmed within Palestine.
There was much debate over the
effectiveness of the boycott, and many
feared that it would have an adverse
effect on the safety of Jews within
Germany. In response to what was
considered an “act of aggression,” the
Nazi party organized a boycott of Jewish
businesses in April 1933 and initiated
policies that actively targeted German
Jews. Such persecution became
commonplace under the Nazi regime,
and the international Jewish community
grew worried over its potential.
German sentiment grew largely in
support of forced expulsion of Jewish
people. As the conflict between German
Jews and the Nazi government began to
boil over, a deal with the German
Economics Ministry was facilitated by
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the Trust and Transfer Office Haaavara,
Ltd. The company was founded in
August 1933 to aid Jews emigrating from
Germany to Palestine. Those emigrating
to Palestine placed their assets for
transfer into a trust company called
PALTREU. This money was used for the
purchase of German export goods, which
Haavara
then sold
within Palestine. The
bAlyssia
Ouhocine
profits from the goods were later
returned to the Jewish emigrants in the
form of Palestinian currency. To ensure
that the German goods could compete
within the international market, the
Haavara provided a subsidy to
Palestinian importers and adjusted the
rate of exchange as the German currency
depreciated. In total, the Haavara
Agreement led to a total of $35,000,000
worth of German goods transferred to
Palestine during the program’s existence.
The Haavara Agreement was put to an
end after Germany invaded Poland and
World War II began in full force.
Jewish people across the world were
in turmoil over the Haavara Agreement.
Many were opposed to the shaky
cooperation that existed between the
Haavara company and the Nazi party.
The Haavara Agreement effectively
ended the anti-Nazi boycotts across the
world, an issue that was already divisive.
After much debate, the Zionist Congress
in Lucerne offered its support to the
Haavara Agreement and the company
fell under the supervision of the Jewish
Agency. The Haavara Agreement was
instrumental in securing the safety of
thousands of Jewish people and settling
Palestine. Despite attempts by the Nazi
regime to thwart the program, the
Haavara Agreement was ultimately
successful in sparing the lives of
countless Jewish people from the
persecution that followed World War II.
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COVID in India
by Sara Shaalan

C urrently, there are 28,078,497

to battle a devastating second wave of
coronavirus outbreaks. The real focus will
coronavirus cases in India. With
be on how India will manage to get its
approximately 329,590 deaths and
economy back on track in the second half
25,750,610 recovering, India is the
of the calendar year. The second wave
second-worst infected country in the
made most of India’s industrial states
world, behind the United States. COVID- implement localized lockdown measures
19 cases in India began climbing in
to slow the spread of the virus. The
February and the daily infection rate
second half of the year is crucial for India
accelerated in April and May, reaching a to boost its COVID vaccination program
peak of more than 414,000 cases on May and reduce the impact of a likely third
7th. The second wave had forced most
wave of infections, economists have said.
Indian states to implement localized
The government of India had said in
lockdown measures to slow the spread of May, that earlier this year, the country
the virus.
had ordered a total of 356 million doses of
On May 31st, the Bihar government
the two vaccines to be available for use up
extended the ongoing COVID-19
until July, but unfortunately not all doses
lockdown across the state to slow the
had been delivered. The government’s
spread of coronavirus. Bihar Chief
target is for two billion doses to be made
Minister Nitish Kumar said that they will between August and the end of 2021 to
have to extend the lockdown by one
fully vaccinate the entire adult
week, and continue to do so until further population. Those two billion doses might
notice. He also said that everyone should cover all the adult population in India.
also wear a mask and maintain social
The quicker the vaccines are delivered the
distance. The problem is that the cases
quicker the people could receive them, or
continue to rise in rural parts of the
at least for now.
country, with vaccination numbers
lagging behind. The central government
told the Supreme Court that it will be able
to vaccinate the entire adult population in
India by the end of this year.
Every day there are news cases being
reported, but the cases everyday decrease
in number. Delhi on Thursday, June 3rd,
2021, recorded 487 COVID-19 cases—the
lowest in over 2.5 months. India, on that
same day, reported 134,154 new COVID19 cases and 2,887 related deaths in those
last 24 hours. It comes as India continues
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The Post-Apocalyptic Tale of Cyber
Ninjas and Shameful Election
Audits
by Alyssia Ouhocine

The results of the 2020 presidential

election, which confirmed Joe Biden as
the 46th President, continue to be highly
contested. The latest controversy can be
seen in Arizona, where “Cyber Ninjas”
are recounting the votes. Yes, Cyber
Ninjas. The Florida-based security group
is owned and founded by Doug Logan, an
active Trump supporter who has raised
numerous questions over the legitimacy
of the 2020 election. He is known to
have authored “Election Fraud Facts &
Details,” which contains numerous
misleading and false allegations about
Dominion machines used to count ballots
in November. Cyber Ninjas made
headlines as an independent contractor
conducting the audit after being
appointed by the Arizona state Senate.
While election audits are a routine part
of the democratic process, many are
questioning the legitimacy of the ongoing
Arizona audit.
Arizona state law outlines the audit
process that should be completed after
national and local elections throughout
the state. During this process, ballots are
hand-counted and compared to the
results determined by the voting
machines used. The original audit in
Maricopa County—which began the day
after the results of the 2020 election was
finalized—detected no outstanding fraud.
During the 2020 presidential election,
Maricopa County was integral to Joe
Biden’s victory in Arizona, a state in
which no Democrat has been successful
since the election of Bill Clinton. The

Republican state Senate, however, called
for an audit of nearly 2.1 million ballots in
Maricopa County to identify potential
discrepancies during the voting process.
Many observers of the audit, which
has lasted more than a month, have
reported extreme cases of incompetence
among those involved. Arizona Secretary
of State Katie Hobb has called for an end
to the Arizona audit, along with many
local GOP officials. The purpose of audits
is to determine whether elections have
been conducted in a fair and appropriate
manner while also potentially improving
future elections. The lack of transparency
and bipartisanship within the audit
process has shown its deviation from
standard procedure. A report by the
Arizona Secretary of State’s office
describes three non-residents
participating in the Maricopa County
audit. Overseas and military ballots that
should have been handled by Maricopa
County residents were placed in the
hands of unreliable, third-party auditors.
Those present at Veteran’s Memorial
Coliseum, the location of the audit, have
expressed their outrage over the sheer
lack of control. In the past, auditors have
been screened before their participation
to guarantee complete objectivity during
the handling of potentially divisive
ballots. Doug Logan, the founder of Cyber
Ninjas, has repeatedly expressed his
support for the ‘Stop the Steal’ movement
on social media; the auditors his company
employs have displayed a clear bias.
Anthony Kern, a former Republican
member of the Arizona House of Rep-

-resentatives (who was revealed to be in
attendance at the January 6th
insurrection) was an initial participant of
the audit. Post-election expert Jennifer
Morrell expressed concern over a lack of
experience among auditors and the
absence of proper ballot accounting. A
notable instance of a lack of foresight was
a software update that became too
problematic for the Cyber Ninjas; they
quickly returned to the former software
in a panic.
As the Arizona audit continues to
threaten the legitimacy of all democratic
processes within our country, many are
acknowledging what it is; right-wing
political fodder. Observers have described
the usage of UV lights to determine
whether ballots are legitimate through a
secret watermark supposedly placed by
former President Trump. Others allege
that auditors are searching for traces of
bamboo in an effort to seek out
fraudulent ballots sent from Asia. As the
Republican party struggles to reform itself
in a post-Trump political climate, their
supporters have already begun to
reassemble themselves through radical
conspiracy theories. The future of
American politics and government is
under threat as lawmakers continue to
undermine the sanctified processes that
define our elections.
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Eid Ul-Fitr: The Ending of
Ramadan
by Syeda Urooj

What is Ramadan?

Have you ever seen a Muslim student
sitting at the lunch table not eating
anything? Unless they’ve forgotten their
lunch, then they are most likely fasting
for Ramadan. Ramadan lasts 29-30 days,
depending on when the crescent moon
appears in the sky. In the holy month,
Muslims grow closer to God as they
abstain from their own pleasures to focus
on worship. They practice empathy for
the poor who go through things, like not
eating or drinking, because it's simply not
available. As well, Muslims practice selfdiscipline, self-control, and generosity in
the form of compulsory charity as they
fast from sunrise to sunset. It is
recommended that each person recites all
30 parts of the Quran.
Though, practicing these steps for
about 30 days can be hard for some
people, but who are they? Children under
the age of 7, the elderly (those older than
65), those physically/mentally unwell to
an extreme point, and women on their
period aren’t obligated to fast. Children
over 7 can fast, but it isn’t mandatory
until after puberty starts. At the end of
the month, the moon phase establishes
when Eid Ul-Fitr will occur, as each
Islamic year follows the Lunar calendar.
The first day of Shawwal (the month
after Ramadan) is when the celebration
will occur.
Eid Ul-Fitr
In 2021, Eid Ul-Fitr started on
Wednesday, May 12th and ended on

Thursday, May 13th. The day usually
starts with washing your full body until
all the impurities are gone, adorning new
clothes, and going to pray in a Mosque for
Fajr (the first prayer of the day). Takbir,
meaning “God is the greatest,” is said
aloud during the start and middle of
worshipping. Then, most families go on
and celebrate together, gift children with
toys or money, and eat good food.
All Around the World
The practicing of Eid Ul-Fitr usually
follows the same routine mentioned in
the preceding paragraph. In Turkey,
baklava, Seker Bayrami (“Sugar Feast” or
Candy Festival), or Turkish Delight is
passed around friends, family, and
neighbors. Dates and kleichas (swirl or
filled cookies) are eaten in both Iraq and
Saudi Arabia. Bint al sahn, a honey cake,
is prefered in Yemen. Russians eat manti
(a dumpling of sorts) with seasoned meat,
the Chinese eat you xiang, and in
Bangladesh, korma with pittas is
traditionally eaten. Those from Pakistan
enjoy halwa alongside a chickpea stew, as
well. Each country eats the custom dishes
of their region. This just spreads the idea
of how everyone celebrates the holiday in
a special, yet different way.
Palestine
The raging Israel-Palestine conflict
evolved right when Eid Ul-Fitr was set to
take place. Six families were ordered to be
evicted out of their homes in Sheikh
Jarrah, due to a law passed in 1970. The
Nahalat Shimon argued that before 1948

(when Palestines were given their homes
in East Jerusalem by the United Nations
due to losing their own property), the land
belonged to Jewish families. The Israeli
forces pushed the families out of their
homes and the people of Palestine threw
rocks at the police. Therefore, Israel
reasoned that retaliation by storming
Masjid Al-Aqsa, which belonged to the
Muslims, would be an effective way to
bring power to their side. They used tear
gas, rubber bullets and stun grenades and
protests soon resulted
Still, religious holidays were occurring
during the conflict time such as Layla-tulQadr, the holiest day for Muslims, and
Yom Yerushalayim, celebrating when
Israel took back the Old City. Because of
this, it is said that more tension was
created and inspired religious/nationalist
fervor which escalated to the bombing of
Masjid Al-Aqsa and to what it is today.
The Palestinians (who were mostly
Muslims) weren’t able to successfully
celebrate one of the two holidays for their
religion due to the conflict. Nevertheless,
we should respect and honor the
traditions of those around us, especially
when culture and religion is used to cope
through hardship.
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Olivia Rodgrigo and her Debut
Album, SOUR
by Victoria Nowak

I t’s June 2021: if you aren’t blasting

your favorite songs from the SOUR
album during every car ride, shower, or
afternoon run, chances are you have at
least heard the name Olivia Rodgrigo.
This eighteen-year-old singer, songwriter
has made her mark in the music industry
and the hearts of millions with her first
debut album, SOUR.
Who is Olivia Rodgrigo?
Rodrigo started her professional
career off in Disney Channel's
Bizaardvark. However, she did not gain a
massive fan base until she was casted as
the female lead, Nini, in Disney’s High
School Musical The Musical: The Series.
Roughly around this time last year,
audience members would tune in to
Disney+ every Friday to see her (along
with the rest of the cast) get one episode
closer to recreating the iconic High School
Musical. Over this time, fans began to
follow Olivia on social media and found
out she is a lot like the musically talented
Nini, in real life! On Instagram Rodrigo
would showcase her songwriting and
singing abilities in short videos.
TIMELINE OF HER SUCCESS
January 8th, 2021: Olivia Rodgrigo
releases her debut single, “drivers
license,” This heartbreaking
melodramatic ballad broke Spotify’s
record for the most one-day streams (for
a non-holiday song). The tune gained a
whooping 15 million and eventually

became the quickest song to reach 100
million streams ever. The queen of
writing breakup songs herself, Taylor
Swift, even congratulated the rising star!
April 1st, 2021: Rodrigo drops her
second single, “deja vu” along with a
music video. This upbeat hit gave her fans
a different perspective on the alleged
breakup that inspired the different tracks
on SOUR. And, similar to “drivers license,”
fans became obsessed with “deja vu” and
Rodrigo’s musical style.
May 11th, 2021: Olivia Rodgrigo
stepped into international spotlight by
performing her first hit at the BRIT
Awards!
May 14th, 2021: She released her third
single, “good 4 u” with a music video! This
feisty punk-pop hit is still on top of the
charts over a month later. It allowed
Olivia to break the record for most global
Spotify streams in a single week for the
second time this year (next to “drivers
license”)!
May 15th, 2021: Rodrigo was invited to
perform on Saturday Night Live alongside
the host for that night, Keegan-Micheal
Key! Clearly, at eighteen, Rodgrigo was
already achieving goals so many artists
strive for!
May 21st, 2021: Olivia Rodgrigo
released her debut album, SOUR! It
opened up as no. 1 on the Billboard 200
Chart, and every single song was featured

on Billboard’s Hot 100’s Top 30! This
featured eleven diverse tracks following
the rollercoaster of emotions so many
fans have experienced in a teen
relationship (or breaku). Songs like
“brutal” and “jealousy, jealousy” are
scream worthy, whereas “1 step forward,
3 steps back”, “enough for you” and “hope
ur okay” are enough to get you all in the
feels anytime of the day. What makes
Rodrigo's album so unique is her ability to
embrace the sadness, frustration, and
bitterness she felt. A lot of the time
teenagers are told to move on and “be the
bigger person” when, honestly, sometimes
it feels better to scream and let all of the
resentment out. Her lyrics are
ridiculously relatable in the sense that
one day we are “[driving] through the
suburbs, cryin’ cause you weren’t
around,” and the next we are screaming
“good for you [...] your apathy is like a
wound in salt!”

Stream SOUR on
Spotify, YouTube,
Genius, Apple
Music, or any of
your favorite
streaming
platforms.
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History of Father’s Day
by Amelia Ramdat

E very year on the third Sunday of

immediately became recognized. In the
year 1909, 45 states celebrated Mother’s
June, we honor our fathers and
Day, and then, by 1914, President
caregivers, thanking them for all they
Woodrow Wilson finally made Mother’s
have done for us. We celebrate Father’s
Day a national holiday. From that day on,
Day by giving our gifts and cards. While the second Sunday in May would
we hold this celebration annually, do any celebrate Mothers all around the United
of us actually know how it came to be?
States. The establishment of Mother’s Day
Establishing Father’s Day wasn’t an easy would soon lead to the idea of Father’s
task and took years to make it a national Day.
holiday. There were many obstacles
including the fact that many saw this
Origin of Father’s Day
holiday as a way for advertisers and
Father’s Day was a holiday that
retailers to profit off of. Have you ever
became a bit more challenging to
wondered how we celebrate our paternal establish, partially due to the fact that
family members? Read on to learn more during that time men didn’t have the
about Father’s Day, how it came to be,
same “caring appeal” mothers had. The
and the other obstacles it faced.
first account of father’s being honored
Mother’s Day Established (Inspiration for
Father’s Day)
Mother’s Day originates in the postCivil War era. In the 1860s, an activist
named Ann Reeves Jarvis decided to
unite the mothers of Confederate and
Union Soldiers in a West Virginia town
by celebrating “Mother’s Work Days.”
While Jarvis set out to make Mother’s
Day an official holiday, it was her
daughter, Anna Jarvis who completed
the job. Mother’s Day didn’t become a
commercial holiday until 1908 because of
Anna Jarvis, who wanted to honor her
mother by making this holiday
nationally recognized. With the help
from the John Wanamaker department
store in Philadelphia and other retailers
who saw the possibility of great profit
from the holiday, Mother’s Day

was on July 5th, 1908. A West Virginia
church held a Sunday sermon in memory
of 362 men that had died in the previous
December’s explosions at the Fairmont
Coal Company mines in Monongah.
However, this holiday was only a onetime commemoration and wasn’t meant
to be a holiday celebrated annually.
Following this ceremony, a year later, a
woman named Sonora Smart Dodd from
Spokane, Washington set out to make
Father’s Day an official holiday. Dodd
was one of six children raised by a
widower. Her mother died when Dodd
was sixteen, after giving birth to her six
children, leaving her father to care for
her and her siblings. Dodd went to local
churches, shopkeepers, the YMCA, and
government officials to build up support
for the idea. Her efforts proved to be

successful when Washington State
celebrated the first Father's Day on June
19, 1910. Eventually, the holiday spread
like fire, being celebrated all over the
United States. In 1916, President Wilson
honored this day commemorating fathers
by using telegraph signals to unfurl a flag
in Spokane when he pressed a button in
Washington, D.C. Later on, other U.S.
presidents, such as Calvin Coolidge, also
urged people to celebrate Father’s Day.
Eventually, Father’s Day was
established and is now celebrated on the
third Sunday of June every year in the
United States—like the one that just
passed! Other countries such as Europe
and Latin America celebrate fathers on St.
Joseph’s Day (a traditional Catholic
holiday), which is on March 19th.
Father’s Day Controversy
While Father’s Day became a national
holiday, many men continued to scorn
the holiday, stating that it was an attempt
to domesticate manliness with giving gifts
and flowers. They also stated that it was
simply a way for businesses to profit from
and sell more products. In the 1920s and
1930s, there were various groups that
would rally in New York City’s Central
Park to scrap Mother’s Day and Father’s
Day. Instead, these groups advocated for a
Parents’ Day that would celebrate both
parents respectively—now being a gender
neutral alternative—as they believed both
parents should be celebrated together.
However, when the Great Depression
arrived, the attempt to cancel both holi-
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- holidays immediately came to a halt.
Businesses struggled, working twice as
hard to make Father’s Day a holiday
everyone wanted to celebrate, promoting
goods such as hats, socks, pipes and
tobacco, hats, golf clubs, cards, and more.
Then, when the U.S. entered World War
II, businesses began to argue that Father’s
Day was a way to commemorate
American troops and support the war
effort. Nearing the end of the war,
Father’s Day wasn’t a federal holiday,
though it was celebrated like one.
Finally, in 1972, Richard Nixon signed a
proclamation declaring Father’s Day a
federal holiday. In today’s world, statistics
show that Americans spend over $1
billion each year on gifts for Father’s Day.
As you can see, the history of Father’s
Day shows that the holiday wasn’t
established overnight. It faced many
challenges by the people who believed the
holiday was a way for businesses to
profit. Others said that the idea of
Father’s Day and Mother’s Day should be
scrapped altogether to celebrate a Parents’
Day. Even men themselves challenged the
holiday saying that it was hurtful to their
masculinity with all the gift-giving and
flowers. In the end, Father’s Day
eventually succeeded and became a
federal holiday in the United States. So
the next time you celebrate Father’s Day,
give your dad or caregiver something
meaningful to show your love for them.
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Dropping the “Summer Body”
Narrative
by Mehrael Nagib

I n lieu of the impending summer

season, people around the world are once
again becoming ingrained with the desire
to obtain a body deemed “fit” for the
warm weather. With COVID still around,
the worries of weight gain have
skyrocketed as people do not have the
ability to access resources for eating
healthy and training their bodies. Still,
this year, like every other, people are
switching their diets and fitness regimes
in anticipation for summer. This hope to
reach the “perfect” body weight or shape
is supported and endorsed by the fitness
and wellness industry, as well as the
medical industry. We see this ideal body
image perpetuated by celebrities,
influencers, and the people around us
who claim to have our best interests at
heart. But no matter how you cut it, it is
a toxic narrative that convinces young
people (and women, especially) that it is
fine to neglect their nutritional health for
the sake of aesthetic perfection. This is
never the fault of the consumer, and
instead the fault of the media and people
who push for this false sense of
happiness through ignoring one’s true
bodily needs. Nevertheless, it’s important
to take the necessary steps to cleanse
yourself of the lies fed to you by the
content you consume.
First, consider if you really do feel a
need to change your lifestyle in the name
of health or if these thoughts are born of
outside influence. Should you wish to
pursue it, it’s important to listen to your
body along the way and take breaks

if you feel drained or are in pain. This
can be through your relationship with
food, which can take a lot of work to
maintain and keep from turning
unhealthy, or through your relationship
with self-care, which should never be
neglected at your own expense. If your
mind and your body is telling you that
you need to eat or need to stop your
exercise early that day because your
muscles are unbelievably sore, it will only
do good to heed this advice.
Self-acceptance is not an easy thing to
come by but appreciation for your body
goes a long way and realizing that means
to recognize that your body does a loss for
you and deserves a break and long in the
same way you look to love other bodies
that you do not inhabit. You also need to
set healthy boundaries to ensure that this
progress is not being interrupted by toxic
messages. In order to grow to love your
body, you need to be able to set
boundaries for what you allow yourself to
become exposed to, especially if this thing
is encouraging you to continue carrying
out an unhealthy lifestyle. And, if you
find it hard to take these leaps on your
own, it’s best to take a step back and seek
out help from somebody that you trust
and know will be understanding and
supportive of your journey, and your
boundaries. It takes a long time to reach a
point where you unconditionally love
yourself but being comfortable in your
body is a wonderful first step that
everybody is capable of.
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STILL HERE
A Poem
by Astoria Rae

C heck 1... 2... 3

hey, old friend, are you still here?
you were always scared of oblivion
always waiting for the other shoe to drop
and with it your spirits
what a cruel existence!
woe is your fragile little heart!
great is the disguise behind which you
hide
long are periods you don’t speak to me
counting 1...2...3 months gone by
hello again, i almost forgot about you
i missed your nonsensical rambling
do you still fill the time by crying?
i forgot the red of your cheeks wasn’t
natural
it’s been so long i forgot your tears stained
them
you remain, long after everyone you love
has gone
gosh, you wait for nothing!
it’s been 1...2...3 years without a sign
what does life have in store for you?
calm your breathing darling
open your eyes love
you’ve travelled way too long
with one pretty siren song
deceiving your senses
poisoning your heart
wake up, there’s so much to do
sleep soundly, i know where you go
come take a walk on the wild side
tell me all the things you want to do
they say the world was built for two
i’ll go through it only loving you
me and you forever
it’s you i adore
my dear deadly nightshade
blessed with time and rage
picture me at my peak
i’ll pass your name down like a folk song
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Summer Movies!
by Amelia Ramdat

Summertime is finally here! A whole

visits her European relatives on a Greek
island where she falls in love with a boy,
two months with no homework or any
despite their families rivalry. Bridget
responsibilities. During this time of the
(Blake Lively), an athlete, goes to a sports
year, everyone wants to head out of
camp where she falls in love with a coach
town and travel. However, that may not even though a relationship between them
always be a possibility. So, we have the
is forbidden. Tibby (Amber Tamblyn),
next best thing: popcorn, your couch, and spends the summer making a
movies. Watching movies during
documentary expressing her views on the
summer break can be fun and can
world. Carmen (America Ferrera) ends up
immerse you into a different world all
visiting her estranged father and comes
from the comfort of your home. Go
to discover that he is marrying another
ahead grab your favorite drink and some woman, with teens of her own. To stay
snacks to enjoy these ten summer
connected, the girls use a pair of jeans
movies.
which magically fits them all despite their
size differences. Even though they are far
Crossroads
apart, each girl relies on the jeans to stay
What screams summer more than a
connected through the challenges they
cross-country trip? Crossroads is a 2002
face this summer.
film about three childhood friends who
embark on a cross-country trip after
Camp Rock
eight years of being apart, rekindling
“High heels, high heels. Red dress, RED
their friendship. With no money, no
DRESS!” Yes, you know it. Mitchie Torres
plans, but plenty of dreams and wishes,
is a young musician aspiring to be a
Lucy, Kit, and Mimi head out on this trip singer. She wants to go to a summer
alongside Mimi’s friend Ben who gives
music camp called “Camp Rock.” Her
them a ride in his convertible. This trip
family cannot afford the cost to attend so
will forever change the lives of these
Mitchie’s mother, Connie Torres
girls, letting them experience new
organized to cater food for the camp.
adventures and teaching them to hold
Therefore, Mitchie can attend but only if
onto their wishes. Crossroads features
she helps her mother in the kitchen. In
the iconic pop star Britney Spears as
the meantime, Shane Gray, a spoiled pop
Lucy, Zoë Saldana as Kit, Taryn Manning star is shipped off to “Camp Rock” by
as Mimi, and Anson Mount as Ben.
bandmates Nate Gray and Jason Gray to
The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants
For the first time since they became
best friends, four teenage girls are
separated one summer, each embarking
on a new journey. Lena (Alexis Bledel)

of Mitchie. However, Mitchie runs off
before Shane could see it was her. Falling
in love with her voice, Shane sets out to
find Mitchie. This musical summer movie
stars Demi Lovato as Mitchie Torres,
Maria Canals-Barrera as Connie Torres,
Joe Jonas as Shane Gray, Nick Jonas as
Nate Gray, and Kevin Jonas as Jason
Gray.

Back to the Future
The year is 1985 and Marty McFly
(Michael J. Fox) is a typical teenager living
in Hill Valley, California. At home,
McFly’s life is a mess with his father
being constantly bullied by his supervisor
Biff, his mother suffering from
alcoholism, and his older siblings being
failures. To escape his troubles at home,
Marty uses music, a longtime passion of
his. However, one day after trying out for
a music contest, his band was rejected.
Marty confides in his girlfriend Jennifer
Parker (Claudia Wells), saying he fears he
will become his parents. That same night,
Marty meets his eccentric scientist friend
Emmett “Doc” Brown (Christopher Llyod)
in the parking lot of the Twin Pines mall
where he reveals that he made a time
machine from a modified DeLorean.
Marty hops into the car and suddenly
finds himself in the year 1955. Marty ends
up disrupting the timeline Now, Marty
must figure out how to get his parents to
teach dance classes. He will be forced to
fall in love before he and his siblings
record a song with the winner of a
disappear and save the life of Doc Brown.
competition at the camp. One day, the
Back to the Future is a classical science
paths of these two musicians cross one
fiction movie full of so many enjoyable
another when Shane overhears the voice twists and turns.
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Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
18-year-old Ferris Bueller (Matthew
Broderick) is an expert at cutting class
and getting away with it. With an
incredibly elaborate plan, Bueller is
determined to make one last cut before
graduating high school. Bueller “borrows”
a Ferrari and sets out alongside his best
friend
CameronOuhocine
Frye (Alan Ruck) and
bAlyssia
girlfriend Sloane Peterson (Mia Sara).
Together they embark on an exciting
one-day journey throughout Chicago.
However, while his parents believe he is
ill, Bueller’s principal, Ed Rooney (Jeffery
Jones) and sister, Jeanie Bueller (Jennifer
Grey) think otherwise. Determined to
catch Ferris in the act, both set out to
catch him. Enjoy this 80s teen comedy
film, full of shenanigans and fun.
The Last Song
The Last Song, a Nicholas Sparks novel
turned movie, revolves around Ronnie
Miller, a New York teen who is shipped
off with her younger brother Jonah to
spend the summer with her father. Since
her father divorced her mother three
years ago, Ronnie became utterly broken,
turning more rebellious than ever.
Ronnie was once a musical prodigy
under the instruction of her father, Steve
Miller. Now she ignores the piano and
hasn’t spoken to her father since he
moved to the small Southern beach town.
She also refuses to attend the Juilliard
School (who has been interested in her
for a while) out of resentment towards
her father. This summer, Ronnie goes on
a rollercoaster of emotions, falling in love
with a local boy, Will and mending bonds
between her and her father. This movie
stars Miley Cyrus as the defiant Ronnie
Miller, Liam Hemsworth as the
handsome Will Blakelee, Greg Kinnear as
Steve Miller, and Bobby Coleman as
Jonah Miller.

When Troy lands a job at Sharpay’s
family resort and gets his other friends
jobs too, he thinks all his troubles are
solved. However, little does he know the
drama he’ll face during the summer.
Turns out, Troy was hired because of
Sharpay’s motive to steal him from
Gabriella. Sharpay begins to lure Troy by
offering him a promotion, a chance at a
scholarship, and more. Troy falls victim
which causes Gabriella to feel like she is
losing him and Chad to feel neglected.
Will Troy stay true to his friends or take
the scholarship? In High School Musical 2
we see Zac Efron portray Troy Bolton,
Vanessa Hudgens as Gabriela Montez,
Corbin Bleu as Chad Danforth, and
Ashley Tisdale as Sharpay Evans.
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Monte Carlo
This 2011 film features three girls who
head to Paris for summer vacation.
Everything turns out to be a disaster for
these girls until one of them is mistaken
for a wealthy British heiress. The girls go
along with it and end up wrapped up in
misadventures during a vacation to
Monte Carlo instead. Selena Gomez,
Leighton Meester, and Katie Cassidy team
up to bring you a fun, unforgettable
summer movie!

If you have no plans this summer,
make sure to check out some of these
movies! Full of romance, laughter, and
more, they can provide you with an
escape right from the comfort of your
living room. Whether you want to escape
Spider-Man: Far From Home
to an exotic island or take a tour of
In this 2019 action film, we meet again Europe, these movies have it all! So grab
with Peter Parker (Tom Holland) who
your favorite snacks and drinks and get
heads off on a European vacation.
ready for summer vacation!
However, Peter doesn’t get to relax for
long as Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson)
shows up in his hotel, recruiting him for a
mission. According to Fury, the world is
in grave danger and is against four
ginormous elemental creatures (earth, air,
water, and fire). They all came from a
A Poem
hole that was torn in the universe. Soon
by Astoria Rae
Parker finds himself in his Spider-Man
suit once again alongside superhero
he auroras always grow during the
Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal) to stop these
spring
massive creatures from destroying the
they seem to whisper
world.
“welcome to a new dawn”

Mamma Mia!
An independent hotelier in the Greek
islands, Donna is preparing for her
daughter’s wedding with the assistance
from two former bandmates, Tanya and
Rosie. In the meantime, her daughter,
Sophie goes on a search to find her
biological father. She secretly invites
three men from her mother’s past. Sophie
has hopes in finding out if one of these
High School Musical 2
men is her biological father, so she can
Following the success of the 2006 film
have him walk her down the aisle on her
High School Musical, High School Musical 2 special day. In this musical romantic
features the kids of East High during
comedy, we see Amanda Seyfried as
summer break. School’s out and
Sophie and Meryl Steep as Donna
everyone’s ready for fun. However, all of Sheridan.
them need money and must get jobs.

A NEW DAY

T

a goddess by the same name
brings the light under which they bloom
and yet she would still envy your glow
the one with bright amber eyes
and cheeks rosy enough to combat that of
your lips
with which you kiss him goodnight
were she to hold the world in her hands
the arms used for embracing him
would wrap around her own figure
a symbol of youth and beauty
unseen by most
she brings joy to those who gaze upon her
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Amplifying a Bisexual Woman’s
Voice
by Anonymous

During Pride Month, we admire the

accomplishments of the LGBTQIA+
community by amplifying their voices
and recognizing the oppression they are
overcoming all while celebrating the
anniversary of the 1969 Stonewall Riots.
We often admire LGBTQIA+ people for
being brave enough to come out and
embrace their sexualities and identities,
but it is also important to amplify the
voices of those who are disabled, but are
still very comfortable and proud of their
sexual orientation and gender. Coming
out takes an immense amount of bravery
and some people do not have the safety
to express themselves; many of these
“closeted” LGBTQIA+ members attend
Bayonne High School. Despite it not
being safe for this student to come out to
people outside of their friend group, they
still want to celebrate Pride and speak on
some LGBTQIA+ topics in an anonymous
way. This is the interview that amplified
the voice of this anonymous BHS
bisexual student:
Q: What would you like to see BHS do to
be more inclusive and LGBTQIA+
friendly?
A: I would love to see more news about
the prejudice and pain that the
community faces, especially in a month
like this where none of my teachers or
peers have even acknowledged that it's
Pride Month. It would be great to see
more teachers bring up and talk about
the history behind Pride Month and the
roles that people of the LGBTQIA+

community (especially Black, trans
women) have played in past events.
When talking about pronouns, it might
make more students comfortable if
teachers were to ask, especially since your
pronouns do not have to match your
gender (as in someone can go by she/her
but identify as a man).
Q: If you had the opportunity, what
would you say to those leaders who came
before you and fought for gay rights?
A: There's a lot to say, so, I'll start with the
obvious. I would love to thank them
firstly, it's because of their hard work and
their strong will that we have better
opportunities than those who came
before us. Especially thanks to Black,
trans women, who are not acknowledged
nearly enough for the work they've done
for this community. The life expectancy
of a trans woman of color is only 30-35,
which is obviously a problem. Trans
women are being murdered at such an
alarming rate that it’s disgraceful to
everyone (to those who aren’t trans and
believe that it isn't their problem, to those
who are simply tired of hearing it so they
don't continue to spread this information,
and those who simply hate the
LGBTQIA+ community). Despite all their
hard work and their constant efforts, we
don't live in a world that accepts us or
cares about us. I would say we have quite
a lot of work left to do.

A: I would say that they have all the time
in the world to come to terms with
themselves. Don't try to rush it and force
yourself into a label if you aren't sure
about how you feel. You might find a label
you love and feel accepted in or you might
find that you feel more comfortable
without a label. These labels are here to
make you feel safe and comfortable so it's
up to you what you go by.
Q: How can LGBTQIA+ allies be more
inclusive? What are a few acts that can
create better allies?
A: Research is definitely a large part of
becoming a better ally. If you have a
friend who comes out to you and you
don't know what you can and can't say to
them, I'd suggest doing research and
talking to them about it. Ensure that your
friends and peers feel comfortable.
Remember that just because you don't
understand it doesn't mean you can't
support it. I don't understand many things
in the world but that doesn't mean that
they don't happen. If you hear news about
someone in the LGBTQIA+ community
being hurt for their identity, spread that
information so that the authorities would
be more inclined to take action.

Q: What advice do you have to combat
homophobia and biphobia?
A: Well, it can be incredibly frustrating to
deal with homophobia, understandably.
Love is love, it can’t be wrong no matter
Q: What advice do you have for those still how you look at it—love is and will always
in the closet and coming to terms with
be love regardless of gender or biological
their sexuality and identity?
sex. These people who might talk bad ab-
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-out you and hurt you will never
understand that. For me, that's what
helps me deal with homophobia. Of
course, different people have different
ways of dealing with homophobia. Some
people can fight it out and win, others
just ignore them.

Q: Is there anything else you would like to
say?
A: To all the cisgender and heterosexual
people who might be reading this, I highly
encourage you to point out homophobia
and transphobia in your day-to-day lives.
It might just be a joke, it might be
something insignificant, but it is still
Q: What
is
your
favorite
part
about
being
harmful nonetheless. To everyone
bAlyssia Ouhocine
in the LGBTQIA+ community?
reading this, if you can safely spread
A: Honestly, I absolutely adore how
information regarding LGBTQIA+ issues,
sweet so many of the members are. Of
please do so. Conversion therapy has only
course, there are some issues in the
been banned in 20 states and the effects
community that need to be resolved, as
of conversion therapy are disgusting and
there is with every community. Besides
horrifying. Trans people of color are
that, I love how accepting the community dying way too fast. WLW (Women
is and how happy I feel when I call
Loving Women) and MLM (Men Loving
myself a member.
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Men) couples are still being fetishized.
Non-binary, intersex, and asexual people
are completely left out of the
conversation. Pride Month is a great time
to celebrate the accomplishments and
identities of everyone that is in the
LGBTQIA+ community. It is a time of
celebration and unity but it is also a time
where we improve ourselves as allies and
help make the world become more
inclusive by pointing out problems and
acknowledging homophobia in our daily
lives. We can all start being better allies
by improving Bayonne High School and
making it even more LGBTQIA+ friendly.

THE BLUE LINE
out here, we can outline our state of
living no interruptions, only subliminal
darkness
e are the blue line
change our frequency, change our
we exist as a faint memory; a moment on reality, choose our happiness
the universe’s timeline
isn’t it wicked how our minds trap us
we find peace in violence of those that
here, in what we see as the only position
have come before us
we take up in time and space
clinging on to the hope for infinite
would you believe me if i said it is only as
understanding
we see?
still, we remain rooted only in that which would you come with me if i offered an
we perceive as real in our reality
alternative?
oh, how i wish to leave this plane!
would you jump into the person you
if the kids are alright, let them go in
could be?
peace

A Poem
by Astoria Rae

W

fractured, we leave behind only who
we’ve always known
shaking, we come back missing all that
we should have had
we sleep, waiting to wake in a different
bed
disappointed, we break with every step
if he were to take my hand
i would let him keep me there forever
goodbye to the confines of my soul!
farewell to the cages of my spirit!
hello to the world we design together!

illustration by
Ashley Ramdat
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Press Play

by T.G.

Congrats, Class of 2021!
The time has come when
our childhood has
reached its end.
Graduation was filled
with memories, and now
we move on with our
lives. Some of us will
never see each other
again and some will hold
onto their friendships
closer than ever. Even
though this school year
was not the way that we
imagined, I hope long
lasting memories have
been made. Thank you,
Bayonne High School.
Class of 2021, we made
it! We did it.

1. “I’ll Always Remember
You” by Hannah Montana
2. “All Night” by The Vamps
and Matoma
3. “Memories” by Maroon 5
4. “YOUTH” by Troy Sivan
5. “Mi Gente” by J Balvin and
Willy William
6. “Ain’t It Fun” by Paramore
7. “Night Changes” by One
Direction
8. “Where’d All the Time Go”
by Dr. Dog
9. “Tongue Tied” by
Grouplove
10. “We Are Young” by fun ft.
Janelle Monáe
To find these lists of
recommendations along with
the songs from previous
edition’s, check out our Spotify
playlist here: Spotify – BHS
The Beacon
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The Beacon Favorites
A Collection from the Staff

Movies
Shrek the Third (2007)
The Importance of Being
Earnest (2002)
Becoming Jane (2007)
Wonder Woman (2017)
Avengers Endgame (2019)
Sinbad: Legend of the
Seven Seas (2003)

Books

TV Shows
Clarence (2013)
Atypical (2017)
How to Get Away with
Murder (2014)
Lucifer (2016)
Strong Girl Bong-Soon
(2017)
Kim’s Convenience (2016)

Take-Out Restaurants

This Tender Island: A
Novel William Kent
Krueger
Uprooted by Naomi Novik
Shatter Me by Taheref
Mafi
A Little Life by Hanya
Yanagihara

New Tung Hing
QDOBA
Brothers Pizza & Pasta
East Coast Catering
Broadway Diner
Cafe Nomis
Steak and Bake
Tarboosh

Senior Farwells
From the Editing Staff

Sania Saeedaslam,
World Views

As this final week of senior year ends, it
is with an emotional heart that I say that
these past four years were quite a
journey. From the freshman year
orientation to graduating senior year
during a pandemic, our class was
definitely unique. One piece of advice I’d
like to leave with would be to not give up
on yourself. Set your goals high, do the
best to your ability, and definitely give
time for yourself to engage and enjoy
these four years!

It’s been so much fun being a part
of The Beacon and I’m so proud
of all the work we’ve created! I
wish the best of luck to all the
future contributors, staff, and
editors!

Rylee Waldron,
Teen Interests
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Victoria Nowak,
Assistant Editor-in-Chief

Destiny M. Walker,
Editor-in-Chief

Dear future leaders and staff of The
Beacon,

To everyone at BHS, The Beacon and
our readers,

Throughout the past two years, The
Beacon has become a place where I can
share my love of writing and media
with my peers. Despite this, my
favorite part of being Assistant Editorin-Chief was actually reading the
articles written by the contributing
staff before we sent out each edition. It
really opened my eyes to how many
talented writers we have hidden
within the crowds of Bayonne High
School. My best advice is to use The
Beacon as a way not only to display
your passion, but to be inspired by the
people around you!

While this year was one of the
hardest to overcome, it was also the
most rewarding. Within the hours of
school work, editing, and weekly
meetings there were moments when I
realized that I'm doing what I love.
Coming up with new ideas and seeing
of the creativity made the long,
strenuous parts worth the effort.
The Beacon is whatever the staff
chooses to flourish—and it's reflected in
each edition. Though the seniors are
saying goodbye to Bayonne High, we
can still continue to create, to write, to
share, to be honest.

Sending the best of luck to you all!

To Alyssia and Gianna, our next EIC
and Assistant EIC, I can't wait to see
what you come up with.

Sincerely,
Victoria Nowak

- Des Walker
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